SHERWOOD LODGE 5

The Sherwood Lodge has a traditional style interior
scheme, creating a cosy and welcoming feel, with a
naturally inviting palette.
At the heart of the home is the large kitchen, which
has an abundance of workspace to prepare meals
and entertain.
The Sherwood Lodge is the perfect choice for
those seeking comfortable luxury in a residential
specification holiday home.
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Model illustrated 40 x 13ft 2 bedroom. Deluxe bedding set, TV and interior accessories are for display purposes only.

*Optional extra arm chair
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SHERWOOD LODGE 5
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Sliding patio doors

40 x 13 – 2 bedroom/6 berth

STANDARD FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS
ú Built to BS3632:2015 Residential Standard
ú Central heating
ú PVC double glazing
ú Pre-galvanised chassis
ú Low energy lighting
ú Sockets with USB port
ú Extractor fan to main shower/bathroom and en suite
ú Designer interior lighting throughout
ú Freestanding three-seater suite and lounge scatter cushions
ú Free standing dining table and chairs
ú Integrated oven and grill with 4 ring hob and electric ignition and
electric extractor hood
ú Soft close hinges to doors throughout kitchen
ú Rigid PVC exterior finish
ú Coffee table
ú Integrated side by side fridge freezer
ú 2 en suites, one with bath
ú Unique utility room complete with sink, storage cupboard and
appliance space
ú Front sliding patio doors including 2 downlighters
ú Integrated microwave
ú Exterior light
ú Pull out bed to lounge
POPULAR SELECTED OPTIONS
ð Additional arm chair
ð TV points to master and twin room complete with signal booster
ð TV point above fire in lounge
ð Velux® in place of suntube in shower room
ð Velux® in ceiling of kitchen
ð Environmental colours, Canexel or timber cladding options
ð Free standing washer or washer dryer to utility room
ð Integrated slimline dishwasher
ð Gas strut lift up bed to master bedroom
ð Shower over bath complete with wet wall and concertina bath
screen
ð Shower cubicle in lieu of bath
ð Standard bedding set or deluxe bedding set
ð Upright fridge freezer in lieu of side by side
ð Fully galvanised chassis
Please see our matrix at the back of the brochure for a comprehensive list of options.
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